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About This Content
Downloadable content that includes a weapon plus one custom part.
This handgun was originally based on the custom M92F "Samurai Edge" that Jill used during her time in S.T.A.R.S., but it has
since been changed to the M9A1 and refined to match modern tastes.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Jill's Samurai Edge + Custom Part: "S.T.A.R.S."
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2013
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch
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Luxor has always been one of my favorite match-3 games alongside many others; mostly played during my late childhood. This
version of Luxor, after almost 10 years, takes the cake. Fast paced action, amazing soundtrack, and definitely more intense than
its predecessors. Not only that, but you also have bonus levels within the game. (You'll have to find out what they are yourself,
though.). This looks like a game I would've made in 4th grade in Game Maker Studio.. I was unsatisfied with this product. the
map making part is tedious to the extent that i couldnt get past it the eraser does not work theres no undo if you mess up. very
sloppy . as for the rest ... ya gotta get yer map done first and thats gonna take the patience of a saint. oh and maybe a tutorial
would be nice.. This game is a breath of fresh air. A true atmosphere horror game. Everything from the narrator to the controls
trully delivers on the theme of the game. Also 5 points for not having zombies.. This game is a lot of fun and I find myself going
back to replay missions to try to perfect my scores. The controls are a little wobbly and take some getting used to, but all in all it
is a solid and fun game!
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I rather enjoy the Farm Frenzy games, and while this one plays basically the same as the others, the graphics are clunky 3D. I
wish they had stayed with the classic 2D art of the previous games. The English is incoherent in places and overall it is a poorly
made game in the series.. Can you believe SquareEnix made this?! It seems like a dumb game, but it kept me interested for
awhile. Gotta love the art work too.. What this game lacks in brand name studio advertising and high profile streamer support, it
makes up for in competitive spirit, difficulty, and complexity--as well as top-of-the-line gun physics and breathtaking graphics.
With a wide variety of guns to choose from, the meta of DeerHunterX promises to stay fresh for years to come. The Barrett
provides a strong optic with laser accuracy, but the M16A4 offers a high rate of fire and larger magazine. Several other guns,
including a semiautomatic shotgun, offer a well-balanced selection of loadouts for eager DeerHunters.
The AI of the titular "Deer" is beyond that of any AI in any AAA-studio game on the market, Far Cry 5 be damned. They react
dynamically to your presence, requiring stealth expertise and careful positioning to kill even the slowest of deer. The constant
challenge of increasing your killcount in DeerHunterX's vast and varied landscape provides hours and hours of gameplay; as you
master one weapon, the Deer master it as well, learning its sound and how to escape its dangers.
The environment of DeerHunterX is amazing, to say the least. The game could be a walking simulator and I would still put hours
into it. Rolling hills, dense forests, lush meadows--playing the game takes you to a world as detailed and captivating as Tolkien's
Middle Earth, with the added bonus of an endless population of Deer to Hunt(X). Spend a while staring up at the sky. You won't
regret it.
All in all, DeerHunterX promises to be a mainstay of Steam libraries for any serious and discerning gamer for years to come.
The addition of multiplayer, if it comes, will place it in the Hall of Fame with other all-time great competitive FPS games, but
until then, the in-depth and captivating open world campaign is sure to reward any gamer willing to put time and dedication into
the best indie video game of the 21st century so far.. This game as a really bad issue with steam vr, it's the third time i try to play
a level and it wont sto making steam vr crash, it has done it around a dozen times already. please fix the issue. I believe this
game has potential after its early access. If you got friends to play with, you can play this game as it has a low cost. There should
be an update on the maps like maybe more objects on the ground?
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